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In this paper we consider hnear systems which are stable and examine the robust- 
ness of this property. The perturbations are assumed to have unbounded structure 
and we determine the smallest perturbation which destroys stability. We begin with 
an abstract analysis of the problem, but in later sections specialize to three types 
of systems: those whose mild solutions are given in terms of 
(a) strongly continuous semigroups, 
(b) resolvent operators-mtegrodifferential systems, 
(c) evolution operators-time varying systems. 
For B a Banach space, L’(t,, T; B) denotes the space of all square integrable 
functions defined on [to, T] with values in B. For B,, B, Banach spaces, 
LP(~,, T; .EP(B,, B,)) denotes the space of strongly measurable functions 
f('): [to, T] + Z’(B,, E2) with ess sup Ilf(.)lj <co. a!(t,, co; .LP(B,, B2)) denotes 
the space of strongly measurable functions f(.): Ita, Q) -+ Y(B,, B2) with 
Ilf(t)li <e-P/k(t) for some /?>O and k(.)EL’(f,,, co). 6 1989AcademtcPress.Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A recent development in systems theory has been the analysis of the 
robustness of certain properties for control systems with respect to pertur- 
bations in the plant parameters, e.g., retention of stability, controllability. 
For systems whose evolution is described by semigroups this type of 
problem has received considerable attention (see Kato [16]), especially 
robustness of an operator with respect to generating a semigroup. The 
major difficulty lies in developing a theory which allows for a sufficiently 
rich class of unbounded perturbations, e.g., neglect of boundary 
phenomena, uncertainty in delay terms. In this paper we consider highly 
structured perturbations of various types of infinite dimensional systems. 
The special structure allows us to separate the specific nature of the 
unbounded perturbation (e.g., a particular type of boundary data ina par- 
tial differential equation) from a measure of the robustness of the system to 
this class of uncertainty. We will study the robustness of stability for three 
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types of infinite dimensional systems, but first we motivate our analysis via 
an example. Consider the nominal system 
i=Ax, 40) =x0> 
where A generates a strongly continuous semigroup s(t), t 2 0 on a Banach 
space X. We suppose that s(t) is exponentially stable, so there exist 
constants M, c1> 0, with 
Ils(t)l( d Me -/, t 2 0. 
The perturbed system is 
i= Ax + BDCx, 40) =x0, (1.1) 
where B, C are given operators which describe both the structure and 
unboundedness of the allowable perturbations to the operator A. D is an 
arbitrary operator belonging to a certain class. In fact we first consider the 
mild integral version of (1.1 ), namely 
x(t)=S(t)xO + ‘S(t-s) BDCx(s)ds. s 0 (1.2) 
The problem which we will pose precisely in Section 2 is to obtain the 
largest d such that for all /I Dll < d the solution of (1.2) is given by x(t) = 
S,( t)x, where S,(l), t B 0 is an exponentially stable, strongly continuous 
semigroup. It is reasonable therefore to seek solutions of (1.2) in the class 
of continuous functions with values in X. However, we also need to define 
Cx( .) where C may be unbounded on X. To allow for this possibility we 
assume CE _Ep(& Y) where Y is a Hilbert space and g is a Banach space 
Xc X with continuous and dense injection. In determining conditions for 
unique solutions of (1.2) it is clear that an important role will be played by 
the auxillary equation 
y(t)=CS(t)x,+C j;S(t-s)BDy(s)ds, (1.3) 
where y(t) = Cx(t). Since we are only interested in perturbations which 
preserve the stability properties, it is natural to seek solutions of (1.3) in 
L’(O, cc; Y) = L$, from which exponential stability of S,(t) follows (see [7, 
12, 131). 
We continue this development in Section 2; in this introductory section 
we first consider an abstraction of (1.3), namely 
Y=YO +WLDY, Yo E L2,, (1.4) 
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where GF?E 9(Li, L”,), LE Z’(Lf,, L$) are given operators and U, Y are 
Hilbert spaces. In the above example 
%?= c, Ye(l) = CS(t)xo, (Lu)(t)=j-+s)Bu(s)ds. 
The operator D belongs to some subset $3 of Z(L$, Lf,) and the object is 
to determine norm bounds (in terms of the induced operator norm in 
Z(L$, Lf,)) which ensure that for each D with (ID11 <d the corresponding 
solution y( ., D) of (1.4) lies in L$. To this end we define 
DEFINITION 1.1. The stability radius of (1.4) is 
fi(L, %, 9) = sup{dl r < dimplies 3K, such that 
SUP IlA., @IL’, GK Il~,(~h,,~. 
IlDll G r 
We have the following abstract result: 
THEOREM 1.2. fi(L, %?, 9(L$, Lf,))= IIVL11 -I. 
ProoJ If llDl/ < ll%TLll -l, then IJ%‘LDIJ < 1 and so %?LD defines a 
contraction on Lc and hence (1.4) has a unique solution y( .) E L$. 
Now suppose u,, n = 1, 2, . . . is a sequence in Lf,, ~Iu, II= 1, such that 
IWLu,, II = ,u,, t P = ll%‘Lll. Set h, = pp’%TLu, and 
Y,(. I= .Y,( .I + a,k(. 1, 
where 
It is easy to see that II y, 11 = CI,, and y,( .) E L: for each n. Let 
D,Y=(u,(Y,, Y))/(P ll~nllh 
then D, E~(L$, Lf,) and 
0) IP, II = IW’LII -I, 
(ii) IIVLD, II = A/P < 1. 
We see that for each n, y,( . ) is the unique solution of ,v = y, + %LD, y. 
Since h, = pL’Lu, we may choose U, so that (yo, h,) 20. Thus from 
(1.5) 
IlY,I/ 2 Cl - 11~,11211’2 IIYOII + cc as n+co. 1 
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The abstract version of (1.2) takes the form 
x=x,+LDVx, x0 E Lg. (1.6) 
We look for solutions of (1.6) in the class of continuous functions with 
values in X. It is not difficult to construct a solution of (1.6). Indeed, if y 
satisfies (1.4), under suitable assumptions 
x, = x0 + LDy, Yo = @x0 
will satisfy (1.6). Additionally xV( .) E Li and Vx,( .) E L$. However, to 
seek solutions of (1.6) in these spaces is rather strong and precludes the 
robustness problem we wish to investigate. A more reasonable class of 
solutions x( .) of (1.6) is those for which 
4 . ) I [O, T] E w, T; X) and wx(.)l [o,T] EL~(O, T; Y), T>O. 
Such a concept of a solution of (1.6) leads to questions of causality of the 
operators involved in (1.6). In order to describe this, we denote by pr the 
operator 
. PT. L; --t L2(0, T; Z), PTZ(.)=Z(')i[O,T] 
for T> 0, Z a Banach space, and by ~~ the right inverse of pT satisfying 
crT: L2(0, T; Z) -+ L;, 
tE CO, Tl 
t> T, 
Note. cr.p.~Y(Li) and llgTpTll = 1. 
DEFINITION 1.3. An operator L is said to be causal if 
PTL= PTL~T PT for all T> 0 
(see [ 141 for a stronger definition and more details). 
THEOREM 1.4. Assume L E 3’(Li, L$), %? E Y(Li, L:), DE $3 c 
Y(L$, Lf,) are causal operators, p,L E Y(Lf,, C(0, T; X)) for all T> 0 and 
(IDIJ < ll’%Lll~‘, then there exists a unique solution oj-(1.6)for all x0 EL: n 
C(0, T; X). 
ProoJ Since lIDI/ < I(VLIJ -’ there exists a unique solution y( .) E L$ of 
(1.4) where y, = 59x. Thus 
x=x,+LDy 
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defines a function x E L$ such that pTx E C(0, T; X) for all T> 0. Also 
VXE L: and therefore y = Vx. For the uniqueness, suppose that x is 
another solution with pTx E C(0, T, X) and prVx E L’(0, T, Y). Then 
PTX=PTXO + pTLD %‘x 
Thus 
But 
and \IaTpT%LDI) < 1. Thus aTpT%eTpTx=aTpTy and hence PTX=PTX 
for all T>O. 1 
We may detine a stability radius for (1.6) as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.5. A stability radius of (1.6) is 
p(L, V, 9) = sup{ dl r < d, implies that there exists K, 
such that for any solution x( ., D) of (1.6) 
su~DEs,~~D~~<r Ilx(., Dk.; -=K IlxoC~)II& 
Unfortunately we are not able to prove that the stability radius is 
1159 LIl- ’ in this setting since the operators D,, n = 1, 2, constructed in 
Theorem 1.2 are not causal! This is not the only source of problems. In the 
abstract analysis we considered only the case of x( .) and y( .) defined on 
[0, co), but we could just as well have performed our analysis on any inter- 
val [It,,, co), to 20. This is not true when we restrict our attention to causal 
systems and here an important role is played by the possibility of t,, #O. 
The remainder of this paper is concerned with the interaction between 
causality of the system, non-zero initial time to, and IlGf?LII --I as a measure 
of the robustness of the system. We do this for three classes of systems. In 
Section 2 we examine the case 
~=CcE(X, Y), (Lu)(t)=~~S(r-s)Bu(s)ds, 
where s(t), t > 0 is a strongly continuous semigroup, and B is in general 
unbounded. Somewhat surprisingly we find that when the set 9 consists of 
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time invariant operators D E U( Y, U), then p(~5, C, 9( Y, U)) = )I CL11 -I. In 
Section 3 we again assume %? = CE 9(X, Y), but now 
(Lu)(t)=j;R(r-s)Bu(s)ds, 
where R(t), t 3 0 is a resolvent operator associated with an integrodifferen- 
tial equation of the form 
.t(t)=Ax(t)+i;iK(t-s)x(s)ds, x(0)=x(). 
We consider both perturbations to the operator A and the kernel K( .) and 
we again find that the stability radius is IlCLll~‘. 
Finally in Section 4 we examine time varying systems where 
Wx)(r) = C(f) x(t), (h)(t) = 1’ U( t;s) B(s) u(s) ds, 
10 
and U( ., .) is an evolution operator associated with the differential 
equation 
i(t) = A(t) x(t), x(to) =x0. 
In this case we show that the stability radius is not ll%?,?Jl~’ even when 
9 = {(h)(f) = D(t) y(t), Dl.1~ gm(O, ~0; =Y( Y, UN}. 
2. SEMIGROUPS 
Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup s(t), t 2 0 on 
a complex Banach space X. Pritchard and Townley [3] consider perturba- 
tions of A of the form A + BDC where BE L?( U, I), CE L?(&, Y) are fixed 
and DE dp( Y, U) is arbitrary, with U, Y complex Hilbert spaces and & y, 
complex Banach spaces. The formal perturbed differential equation is 
i = Ax + BDCx, x(0) =x0. 
The spaces 2/, x reflect the possible unboundedness of the operator BDC 
and because of this we study, instead, the mild integral equation 
x(t)=S(r)x,+ ‘S(t-s)BDCx(s)ds. 
s (2.1) 0 
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Desch and Schappacher [151 consider a class of perturbations of A of the 
form T = A(Z+ PQ) + LQ. This special structure allows manipulation of 
mild equations similar to (2.1) to obtain solutions of the perturbed equa- 
tions. The form of their perturbation class, involving the generator A, 
yields a precise analysis of the growth rates for the perturbed system. This 
contrasts with our work where we analyse not the specific growth rates for 
the perturbed semigroup but retention of the property of exponential decay 
under the largest class (in norm) of perturbations. Requiring only the 
retention of exponential stability allows us greater freedom in the type of 
perturbation given by our structure, BDC. As is the case with the work of 
Desch and Schappacher, to make sense of (2.1) we must impose conditions 
on the various operators involved. In fact we assume the following: 
(Al ) Xc Xc X with continuous dense injections. 
(A2) S(t) extends (restricts) to a strongly continuous semigroup on 
m-). 
(A3) The domain of A on 8 is contained in X; DR(,4) c X. 
(A4) There exists M, c( > 0, such that liS(t)ll 6 Me-“‘, t 3 0 on all 
three spaces X, X, and X. 
(A5) For all T > 0 there exists k such that for all x E X 
IICS(.)-4~qo,~.yj 6k IlAx. 
(A6) For each T>O there exists k, such that for all 
u( .) E L’(O, T, U), s: S(s) Bu(s) ds E X and 
S(s) Bu(s) ds 
II 
dk, ll4.)II~qo,~,up 
x 
(A7) There exists k, such that for all u( .) E Lb, 
(see P, 91). 
S(. -s) Bu(s) ds 
II 
Lz Gk II4.N~; 
_x 
LEMMA 2.1. Let CE~‘(& Y), BE~(U, 8) be given and (Al)-(A7) 
hold, then the map %?E 2’(L$, L$) defined by (%x)(t) = Cx(t) is causal and 
(a) CS( .)x0 extends to a unique function yo( ., xO)e L$, for each 
X0 EX. 
(b) L: u( .) -+ jb S(. -s) Bu(s) ds defines a causal map in 9(LL, L$) 
with p,L E y(L:, C(0, T; X)) for each T> 0. 
Proof: The only part to prove is p,L E Z(LL, C(0, T, X)) and this 
follows from the estimate 
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+ ~~~js(P)B(u(t-P)-u(r*-P))dp II !I 
GM{Ilu(t- ~)IILqi,t,u) + Ildt- .)IILqo,t-;,uj 
+ llu(t- .)-u(f- ~)I/L+i,I,u)I 
for some M, T>tZ230. 1 
Thus L, C, U( Y, U) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.4. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume (Al)-(A7) hold and ljDl[ < IICL/I -‘, then there 
exists a unique strongly continuous emigroup S,(t) E 9(X) such that 
S,(t)x,=s(t)x,+~;S(t-s)BDCS,(s)x,ds (2.2) 
for all x0 E X. 
Proof: The existence, uniqueness, and strong continuity of S,(t) E 9(X) 
satisfying (2.2) follows from Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 2.1. For the semi- 
group property see Theorem 1.5 of [3]. 1 
DEFINITION 2.3. The stability radius of (2.1) is 
r(A; B, C) =sup{dl IJD(I <d implies there exists a unique 
strongly continuous. exponentially stable semi- 
group S,(t) E .9(X) satisfying (2.2)). 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume (Alt(A7) hold and sup,, R IIG(io)ll < CO, where 
G(iw)= C(iwZ- A)-’ B, 
then 
r(A; B, C) = $f, IIG(io)ll ~ ‘. 
We do not prove this here since the main elements of the proof are 
contained in the corresponding result for resolvent operators in Section 3. 
See also Theorem 2.6 of [3]. We illustrate this result with the following 
simple example (see also [l-3]). 
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EXAMPLE 2.5. The nominal system is of the form 
i(t)=A,z(t)+A,z(t- I), t > 0, 
where A,,, A, EC”~‘. Suppose we want to examine the robustness of this 
system to perturbations of the form Dz(t - a) for some fixed cr. E [O, 11. 
First we introduce an abstract model by setting X= @” x L*( - 1,O; P), 
(Ah)(e) = &h(O) + A,h( - l), e =o, 
= dh( 8)/d& w-w, 
D(A)=H’( - 1, 0; C”). Let B= [i], C= 10, E-,] where 
E_,h(.)=h(-a). 
Then E-, E dp(& Y) where X= H”*+‘( - 1, 0; C”)s > 0, Y= C”, but E-, 
is unbounded on X, BE 9(C”, X). With these structured/unbounded 
operators the perturbed system is 
i(t)=A,z(t)+A,z(t-l)+Dz(t-aa), t>O. 
Suppose the roots of det [AZ- A0 - A 1 e -“] = 0 lie in the open left half 
complex plane, then it is easy to check that (AlF(A7) are satisfied. Now 
(iol- A)-’ 
[i] “=[h&] 
if 
Hence, 
so 
u=ioh(O)-&h(O)-A,h(-l), 
0 = i&2( 0) - (dh( q/de). 
h(0) = e zme,(O) = eroe [icol- A, -Ale-‘o]-l u. 
and 
C(ioZ-A)-’ Bu=e-‘“‘[iol-A, -,41e-‘W]p’ u 
r(A; B, C)=&f, _a[ioZ-A,, -A,e-‘“I, 
where _a is the lowest singular value. Thus the perturbed system is exponen- 
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tially stable if l[Dil < r(A; B, C) and this property will be lost for some 
DEC”“” if j[DlI > r(A; B, C). Note that the stability radius is independent 
of tlE [O, 11. 
In order to associate a differential equation with the semigroup S,(t), 
t > 0 we need a further assumption, namely 
(AS) For all T > 0, there exists k such that for ail x E & 
II W . bll Lqo, r; y) 6 k II4 R. 
THEOREM 2.6. Assume (Al)-(AS) hoZd and llD[l <inf,. R [IG(i -l, 
then there exists a unique strongly continuous exponentially stable semigroup 
S,(t), t > 0 on X, such that 
&(t)x=(A+BDC)S,(t)x=S,(t)(A+BDC)x 
for all x E on(A). 
Again we do not prove this since the main ideas are contained in the 
corresponding result for resolvent operators. For a more comprehensive 
account of the results of this section, together with applications to 
parabolic and hyperbolic systems which include perturbations on the 
boundary, see [3]. 
3. RESOLVENT OPERATORS FOR INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
3.1. Introduction 
In this section we consider the important class of systems governed by 
resolvent operators for integrodifferential equations of the type 
a(t)=Ax(t)+J;K(t-s)x(s)ds+f(t), x(0) =x0. (3.1) 
A is a closed linear operator with dense domain D,(A) on a complex 
Banach space X, {K(t)}, t > 0 is a family of closed linear operators on X 
with D,(K(t)) 2 D,(A). We assume A and {K(t)}, t 20 are such that well- 
posedness of (3.1) is guaranteed. For a detailed account of this we refer the 
reader to [4, 5, 61. The well-posedness of (3.1) requires the existence of a 
family of maps R(t) E Y(X), t > 0 satysfying 
(i) R(t) is strongly continuous on X. 
(ii) R(t) is strongly continuous on D,(A). 
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(iii) For all XE ox(A), R(t)x is continuously differentiable and 
=AR(t)x+j:K(t-s)R(s)xds. 
{R(t)}, t > 0 is referred to as a resolvent operator for (3.1). Since our aim 
is to investigate the robustness of stability for system (3.1) we assume that 
there exists M, a > 0 such that 
IIR(t)ll <Me-“‘, t > 0. (3.2) 
Remark. For resolvent operators satisfying an exponential growth rate 
(3.2), Grimmer and Priiss have developed a Hille-Yosida type test to 
establish the existence of R(t), for any nominal A and K(t). 
As was stated in Section 1, the purpose of the paper is to examine the 
robustness margins of stability for various classes of perturbations. In this 
section we consider an abstract perturbation class 
9 = D, E W;, L2,) I (D,y)(t) 
= I ; dF(s) y(t -s), FENBV(O, co; JZ’( Y, U)) . (3.3) 
NBV(0, co; LZ( Y, U)) denotes the space of functions F: [0, co) + 6p( Y, U) 
of bounded variation, with F(0) = 0. 
We define, formally, the operator L,: Lf, + L$ by 
(L,u)(t)=jd R(t-s)Bu(s)ds 
for BE 9( U, 1) and assume C E 9(X, Y) for suitable Banach spaces & and 
X. We then have that for any D, E 9 
x(t) = R(t)x, + (LRDFCx)(t) + 1; R(t - s) f(s) ds (3.4) 
is the mild solution of 
i(t)=Ax(t)+l;K(t-s)x(s)ds+Bi;dF(s)Cx(t-s), x(0) = xg. (3.5) 
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In the sequel, we consider well-posedness of the system (3.4), (3.5) for 
the general class of perturbations given in (3.3). However, with regards to 
our robustness analysis, it is of greater interest to consider subsets of 9 
corresponding to perturbations of the given operator A and kernel K. 
These specific perturbations can be handled within the general class 9 by 
considering subsets 
and 
9/f = {D,E~~JF(t)=D,t>o,DE~(Y, U)} (3.6) 
9,y= D,E9IF(f)=~~H(r)d~,H(-)E~I(o, 
i 
c ; 9( Y, U)) 
I 
. (3.7) 
The subsets gA and z& correspond to integrodifferential equations 
a(f)=(A+BDC)x(r)+j;K(f-s)x(s)ds+j-(z), x 0) =x0 (3.8) 
and 
a(f)=Ax(t)+[;(K(f-s)+BH(r-s)C)x(s)ds+f(t), x(0) =x0. (3.9) 
We then seek the maximum bound d>O such that llD,[I cd, D, •9~ 
(respectively D, E z&) guarantees tability of Eq. (3.8) (respectively (3.9)). 
If D, ~9~ we identify D, with the corresponding DE 9( Y, 17) given in 
(3.6) and note that llDFll = IIDllp~r,u,. If DFeC& we identify D, with L,, 
where H( .) E a! (0, co; Z( Y, U)) given in (3.7) and note that llD,II = 
IILH II = supwe R II~w)llsf(r,u,. 
We introduce the notation (A, K; [A]) and (A, K; [K]) for the 
robustness problems (3.8) and (3.9). The pair A, K specifies the nominal 
system and the square bracket, [ .], specifies the perturbation class. We 
define stability radii r(A, K; [A]) and r(A, K; [K]) and find, surprisingly, 
that the robustness is unchanged whether we consider the general class 9 
or the subsets gA and gK. 
3.2. Well-Posedness 
In this section we consider well-posedness of the perturbed systems and 
hence also of our robustness measures. To describe this we must impose 
various conditions on the nominal system and the structure/unbounded- 
ness operators B and C. The assumptions are similar to those given in 
Section 2, for the semigroup case, but are more restrictive due to the 
inhomogeneity of (3.1). 
505/77/2-5 
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(R 1) XC X G B with continuous dense injections. 
(R2) R(t) extends (restricts) to a resolvent operator on Y(x). 
(R3) D#) c X, DX(K(t)) 2 D&4). 
(R4) There exists M, c1> 0 such that IIR(t)ll d Me-“‘, t>O on all 
three spaces on X, X, and X. 
(R5) There exists k such that for all XEJ, T>O llR( .)~ll~q~,~,~) 6 
k llxllx. 
(R6) There exists k such that for all T> 0 and f( .)E L2(0, T; 8), 
jc R(s) f(s) ds E X and 
(R7) There exists k such that for all f( .) E L$ 
II L: 
Gk Ilf(W;. 
(R8) For all XED~(A), K( .)x is measurable and there exists /?>O, 
k(.)EL’((W+) such that 
Il~(~)xll~ e~B’k(t)Cllxll~ + II~~IFI for almost all t > 0. 
Remark. (a) If we assume (R7) then CL, E 6ip(L& L:) and x0( .) 
defined by 
x,,(.)=R(.)xo+[j(.-s)f(s)ds 
satisfies x0( .) E Li for all x0 E X and f( . ) E L$. 
(b) If we assume (R6) then pTL, EY(LL, C(0, T; X)). 
It is straightforward to generalize Theorem 2.2 to this setting. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (Rl)-(R8) hold and llDFll < IICL, I/ -l, then there 
exists a unique strongly continuous family of operators RF(t) E Y(X), such 
that 
R,(t)x=R(t)x+fR(t-s)Bj;dF(p)CR,(s-p)xds (3.10) 
for all x E X. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Assume (Rl)-(R8) hold, liD,(I < IICL,)I -I, x,, E& 
f( . ) E Lz,, then th ere exists &fF E Y(Li), such that 
(i) (gFxO(. ))(t) is continuous in X and 
(ii) x(t) = (gFxO( .))(t) is the unique solution of (3.3). 
Moreover if f ( .) E L;, then 
(%A .1)(t) = &(fbo + 1; Wf - s) f(s) ds. (3.11) 
Remarks. (a) Theorem 3.2 says that the property of L*-input/L*- 
output stability for system (3.3) is robust to perturbations of class 9. 
Motivated by this, and also the work in this area by Miller and Wheeler 
[ 111, we seek exact measures (stability radii) of this robustness property, 
in the important cases gA, 9K c 9. We consider this in Section 3.3. 
(b) We are, as yet, unable to establish formula (3.11) in the case of 
f( .) E L$ because RF(f) is not defined on X. In Section 3.4, with additional 
restrictions on the parameters B and C, we are able to extend RF(f) to X 
and hence obtain the extension of (3.11) for f( .) E L$ This in turn allows 
us to characterise the robustness of exponential stability for (A, K; [A]) 
and (A, K; [K]). 
3.3. Robustness Measures for L*-Stability 
Consider the perturbation problems (A, K, [A]) and (A, K; [K]). We 
make the following definitions of stability radii for measures of the robust- 
ness of L*-stability. 
DEFINITION 3.3. (a) A stability radius for problem (A, K; [A]) with 
respect to L,-stability is 
s(A, K, [A]) = sup{d 1 D E 9( Y, U) A l/Dll < d implies there 
exists 9, E Y(L$) such that x(t) = (W,xO( .))(t) 
is the unique solution of (3.3)). 
(b) A stability radius for problem (A, K; [K]) with respect to 
L, -stability is 
s(A, K; [K])=sup{dlH(+~“(O, co; Z(Y, U) A llLHII <d 
implies there exists 9I?” E .Y(Li) such that x(t) = 
(.G@H~O(.))(t) is the unique solution of (3.3)). 
Before obtaining formulae for these stability radii s(A, K; [. 1) we require 
the following. 
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LEMMA 3.4. For all x E X, iz > max( - /3, -a) set 
Z?(i)x = jam epi.‘R(t)x dt, 
then &I) E Y(z, DK(A)) and 
zl(n)x=(nz-A-z?(1(;1))-‘x, 
where Z?(I)x = j? e -“K(t)xdt, XED~(A). 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume (Rl)-(R8) hold, Cfi(iw) B #O, and 
sup WE R flC~(io)BII < co, then 
$(A, K; [A])=s(A, K; [K])=,it; [IIC(&o))BII]-‘. 
Proof: First, the equality IICL, I( = supWE Iw jICI?(iw)BII follows by an 
application of Plancherel’s theorem in this Hilbert space setting. This, 
together with the result of Theorem 3.2, establishes the inequalities 
M,K CAl),44K CKlDjqfw CllC~&4)BII1-‘. 
To prove equality we must construct destabilising DE gA and gK. 
The case s( A, K; [A] ). Let E > 0 and choose o. E IF!, u E U, II u II = 1 such 
that 
[sup, IIC&io)BII --E]-‘2 [IIC&io,) Bull]-‘. 
Then DE 9( Y, 17) defined by 
DY=u((Y, Wll~l12> v = Cli( iw,) Bu 
satisfies 
IIDII < [sup IlC~(io)Bll -&I-’ 
osR 
and 
io,x = (A + BDC)x + k(iwo)x, 
x = l?( icoo) BDv, XE DX(A). 
Set 
f(t) = lopm K(t -s) e’OWx ds = eLmor 6 e-‘“OPK(p)x dp. 
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Using (R8) we have that f( .) E Li. Now x(t) = erworx satisfies 
x(t)=(A+BDC)x(t)+ jiK(l-s)x(s)ds+f(f), x(0) =x 
and hence (3.3). But x( .) does not lie in L$. Thus 
s(A, K; [A]) 6 [sup [IC&(io)BII -E] -‘. 
WE R 
The case s(A, K; [K]). Let E>O, q, E Iw and /ull = 1 be as above. 
Define H(.)E~??(O, co; 6p(Y, 6’)) by 
Then 
IILH II 6 [sup IIC&w)BIl - cl-’ 
oeR 
and 
ioox = (A + Bfi(io,)C)x + i?(iq,)x, 
x = &ko,) B&‘o,)u, XEDy(A). 
Set 
f(t) = erwo’ s ,x e s 
00 
p’oopK(p)x dp + erwo’ e-‘“OPBH(p) Cx dp. 
f 
Again f( . ) E L$ and x(t) = F”O’x satisfies 
i(t)=Ax(t)+ j;K(r-s)x(s)ds+B j;H(r-s)Cx(s)ds+f(f), x(0)=x. 
But x( .) does not lie in L$ and therefore 
s(A, K; [Kl) < [zwp, lICf(iw)BlI -&I -‘. I 
With the notation of Section 1, we have 
COROLLARY 3.6. Assume W-W) hold, C&w) B # 0, 
sup wE R IICl?(io)B(( < co, then 
PV,, C? -%% G/N = P(L,, c, 9) = PW,, c, 9,4) = PW,, c, %). 
(3.12) 
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Remark. We see that, although we severely restrict the perturbation 
class, from left to right in (3.12), the robustness margins are unchanged. 
This is a very surprising result. This section is a direct investigation of our 
abstract problem posed in Section 1, i.e., an examination of the effect of 
restricting the perturbation class 9. We now proceed in applying the 
solvability of the perturbed equations in “L”’ to obtain robustness 
measures for exponential stability. 
3.4. Robustness Measures for Exponential Stability 
Since our nominal system is assumed to define an exponentially stable 
resolvent operator, it is clearly of importance to determine robustness 
measures for this type of stability. In order to describe this we are forced 
to work with further, more restrictive, assumptions on the nominal 
parameters A and K and the operators B and C. In fact we require that 
(R9) there exists k > 0 such that 
IN ++~o,T;~) G k ll-4~~ x E Jc. 
We then have 
THEOREM 3.7. Assume (Rl )-(R9) hold and llDrl\ < lICLR 11 -l, then there 
exists RF(t) E 9(x) satisfying 
(i) RF(O) = IX. 
(ii) RF( +) is strongly continuous on x with 
R,(t)x=R(t)x+ j;R(t-s)B j;dF(p) CR,(s-p)xds for all x e X. 
(3.13) 
(iii) For all x0 E DF(A), RF( .)x0 is continuously differentiable with 
values in X and 
b,(t)xo=R,(t)Axo+j~Rf(t-s)K(s)xods+jrR,(t-s)BdF(s)Cxo 
0 
= AR,(t)x, + j; K(t - s) R,(s)x, ds + j’ B dF(s) CR,(t - s)xo. 
0 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Remark. While assumptions (Rl )-(R8) restrict the unboundedness of 
B 9C to that of A, (R9) further restricts this class to (- A)l12. 
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With the existence of RF(f)~ y(x), we are now able to consider the 
robustness of exponential stability for (3.1). Again we restrict attention to 
the important problems (A, K; [A]) and (A, K; [K]). 
To specify our final constraint we define R,(t) E y(X) n Z’(Z) and G,: 
L:+L:by 
R,(t)x=e”‘R(t)x, (G,u)(t)=Cj-;R,(t-s)Bu(s)ds. 
(RlO) (a) For all E > 0, sufficiently small, R,(t) satisfies conditions 
(R5)-(R7) and 
(b) if supwe aB IICff(io)BII < co, then 
DEFINITION 3.8. (a) A stability radius for (A, K; [A]) with respect to 
exponential stability is 
r(A, K [A]) = sup(dl llDil <d A DE y( Y, U) implies there 
exists exponentially stable R,(t) E y(X) A y(x) 
satisfying (3.13).}. 
(b) A stability radius for (A, K; [K]) with respect to exponential 
stability is 
r(A, K; [K])=sup{dl IlLHI/ <dA H(.)E@I(O, co; 6p(Y, U)) 
implies there exists exponentially stable R,(t) E 
y(X) n y(X), satisfying (3.13)). 
We now combine the robustness analysis for L*-stability with the well- 
posedness results on x to characterise r(A, K, [A 1) and r(A, K, [K] ). 
THEOREM 3.9. Assume (Rl)-(RIO) hold and sup,, iw IICfi(iw)BII < co, 
then 
r(A, K; [A]) = r(A, K; [K]) = jif, { IIC&io)BIl -‘}. 
ProoJ If lIDI/ <inf,. iw (IICk(iw)BII -‘} then by Theorems 3.1, 3.7 
R,(t) E P’(X) n S?(x) exists and 
llRdt)ll up G K IIWt)llsqm, GK t 2 0. 
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We choose E sufficiently small so that lID[l < inf, E Iw )I Cfi( iw - s)Bjl~ ’ and 
consider 
y(r)=CR&)x,+Cj’R,(r-s)BDCy(s)ds. 
0 
(3.14) 
Now IIG, II = supoc IW llC(ko-s)BII and hence (3.14) has a unique solu- 
tion pair (x( .), y( .)) and x(t) = eE’RD(t)xO. Moreover, using the exponen- 
tial stability of R(t) it is easy to show that 
t > 0. 
Thus r(A, K; [A]) >inf,. u II Cff( io)BII - ‘. To prove equality, suppose 
that r(A, K; [A]) 2 inf,. Iw IIC&(io)BII -l, then there exists E^>O such that 
for all DE LZ( Y, U) with 
ii’, lICf(io)Bll-‘d IlDlj “:hL (IIC&io)BII-l-6), (3.15) 
R,(t) E 2?(X) n P(R) exists and is exponentially stable. But then it follows 
that for any x0 E X and f( .) E Lg 
But for E^ given there exists o. E iw, x0 E &‘, f( .) E L$, 
satisfying (3.15) with 
and DES?(Y, U) 
e ‘~“‘xo=R,(r)x+ib’RD(f-s)f.(s)ds, 
and this is a contradiction. 
A similar argument holds for r(A, E, [K]) using the characterisation of 
4% K CKI). 1 
Remark. We see that under the additional assumptions (R9), (RlO) we 
have an exact characterisation of r(A, K, [K] ). However, (R9) is a severe 
restriction on the allowable unboundedness of B and C. If (R9) does not 
hold, we lose the exactness of r(A, K; [A]) (r(A, K; [K]) but then 
s(A, K, [K]) ($(A, K; [K])) is an upper bound on lIDI/ (IlLHI/) for guaran- 
teed exponential stability of RD(t)(RH(f))~9(X). We exploit this in 
Section 3.5. 
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3.5. An Extended Example 
In this section we illustrate the main elements of our theory. We show 
how the various conditions on the problem can be checked and compare 
also the robustness properties for systems with and without memory. 
Finally we present an example where we have degradation in the robust- 
ness caused by memory. For the purposes of illustration we restrict atten- 
tion to the class of systems 
i(t)=Ax(t)+Jl:k(t-s)Ax(s)ds+f(t), x(0)=x,, (3.16) 
where k( . ) is a scalar valued function. 
Typically we have the integrodifferential equation 
x,(t, t)=Ax(t, ~)+~~ae~“~~‘Ax(s, S)ds+f(t) in Q 
x(t, 5)=0 in %2 (3.17) 
x(0,5) =x0(5) 
defined on X= L*(Q), where 80, the boundary of Q c R”, is sufficiently 
smooth and A is the Laplacian. We will assume X is a Hilbert space with 
an orthonormal basis, {A,} a set of real numbers 1, < . . . < A, < 0 
and 
D,(A)= x~X:~~;:(x,cp,)*<~~ . 
I 
For suitable k( .) (e.g., k(t) = ae -‘) system (3;16) is well-posed and we have 
R(t) E P’(X), a resolvent operator for (3.16). 
We consider structure operators B and C of the form 
Bu=~b,<u> cp,)(~n> 6, ~0, n= 1, 2, . . . . 
cx=&I(x? cp,)(Pn, c, zo, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Setting 
JT= 
i 
x=cw”m” n 2x2 < 00, pn # 0, n = 1,2, . . . 
I 
) ljxll$ = c /Ifxi, 
x= 
i 
x=~x,(p,, cy:x;:< 00, y, zo, n= 1,2, ... 
I 
, II& =px, 
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and Y = U = X, then BE 3(X, 8) CE 9(X, X), provided that 
Bib: < K for large n, 
c: 6 KY: for large n. 
R(r) extends (restricts) to a resolvent on X(J’) and assumptions (Rl t(R7) 
are equivalent to 
(Rl) y: 2 K2 j3: for large n, 
(R3) yz < K&!Ji for large n, 
(R5) cz < K IA, I for large n, 
(R6) bi < K I&I for large n, 
(R7) yi < K IL, I2 fif for large n. 
All of these assumptions are satisfied with /I,, = I b, I -l, yn = (c, 1, 
provided 
c%KIU, b:GW, for large n. 
These conditions restrict the unboundedness in the operators B and C to 
that of (-A) . Ii2 However, in many problems there will be some flexibility 
in the choice of B and C and it will be possible to trade off some unboun- 
dedness in B with that of C. Alternatively one may choose a different state 
space X. The assumption (R9) is far more restrictive, requiring 
c: Q KP: I& I> for large n 
or 
for large n. 
This condition restricts the total unboundedness of B9C to that of 
(-A) . ‘I2 Hence for example, s(A, kA; [A]) is well defined for perturba- 
tions like A whereas r(A, kA; [A]) is well defined for perturbations like 
( - A)1’2. 
First, we consider systems without memory i.e., k( . ) E 0. Then, 
r(A,O; [A])=r(A; B, C)=&f, I)C(ioZ-A)-‘ BlI =iyf lIZnl/lbnc,I. 
In fact, in this memoryless case, r(A; B, C) is well defined in the case B = 
( - A)l’*, C= (-A)l’* with b, = c, = IL, I I’*, and r(A; B, C) = 1. Also, 
provided that (Rlk(Rl0) hold 
r(A,O; CKl)=infl~nIllb,c,l. n 
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Applying this to perturbations of the type BCh( .) we require 
sup IL(iw)l < inf 11, I/lb,c, I 
w-slw n 
If B= (-A)“‘, C= (--A)“’ then we have 
s(A, 0; [K]) = 1. 
Thus the nominal system (3.16) defines an exponentially stable resolvent 
operator on X if 
sup $(io)l < 1. 
wtKs 
In particular for system (3.17) this restricts a E R to 
(al < 1. 
However, it is not difficult to show that system (3.17) is exponentially 
stable for all a E ( - 1, cc ). 
We could continue to describe various stability radii for perturbations 
of A, respectively, k( . )A. However, in the special case of K = k( .)A it is 
interesting to consider perturbations of (3.16) to 
(3.18) 
We then seek the largest d (denoted by s(A, kA), r(A, kA)) such that 
llD[l <d guarantees tability of solutions to (3.18). It is straightforward to 
generalise the theory of Sections (3.2)-(3.4) to show that 
r(A, 1L4)=~j;fw IIC(iw/(l +R(iw))l-A)pl BI[-’ 
=,drLiJtf Iio/(l -l-&io))--l,I/lb,c,I. 
In the particular case of (3.17) 
io/(l +k(io))=a(o)+ij?(o), 
where 
Hence, for a~(-1,O) 
r(A, kA) = r(A, 0; [A]) = inf II, l/lb,c, 1. 
n 
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Therefore if a E ( - 1, 0), robustness of the differential equation 
x,(t, 5) = WC 5) in Q, 
XC& a=0 in aq 
is unchanged by a memory term with k(t) = ae-‘. However, this is not 
necessarily the case for a E (0, co ). To test for degradation in the robustness 
we must test whether for o E If&! 
jiw/(l +R(iw))-AnI < 1;1,1. 
Equivalently 
w2(2d, + 1 + 03) < 0. 
Since 2, + ---co there will exist N(a) such that the above inequality holds 
for all n > N(u) and small enough o. 
Thus 
r(A, kA) = min{ II, I/lb,c, 1, n = 1, ..,, N(U); 
inf inf I(iw/l +k(iw))-l,I/lb,c,I}. 
OCR n>N(a) 
So it may be possible that robustness is lost by the introduction of 
“memory.” Indeed this is certainly the case if B = C = I and 0 < a < - i A,. 
Hence for all a E (0, - i A,), the system 
X,(6 5) = MC 0 + (Wt,.))(5) 
+ji ue -“-“‘(dx(s, 5) + (Dx(s;))(<)) ds in Sz, 
46 5)=0 in an 
x(0,5) =x0(5) 
is exponentially stable for a smaller range of 11011, DEZ’(L*(Q)) than 
xt(h 5) = MC 5) + UWc.))(5) in Q, 
x(6 <)=O in an 
x(0,5) =x,(t). 
Similar comparisons could be made for various classes of unbounded B 
and C operators (for example, perturbations on the boundary). 
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4. TIME VARYING SYSTEMS 
The main result of this section is that there is a gap between the stability 
radius and the inverse of the norm of some input-output map for a rich 
class of perturbations 9. We show this for time varying systems, which 
formally we write as 
i(t) = A(t) x(t), x(to) =x0 (4.1) 
with the perturbed system 
a(t) = (A(t) + B(f) D(t) C(t)) x(t), x(t,) =x0. (4.2) 
As usual we interpret (4.2) in the mild form 
x(t)= U(t, t,)x, + jt U(t,s)B(s)D(s) C(s)x(s)ds, 
10 
(4.3) 
where U( ., .) is a mild evolution operator on a complex Banach space X in 
the sense that for (s, t) E d(t,) = {to 6 s 6 t < 00 >, U(t, S) E S?(X), and 
(i) Vt, t)=Z, f~ [to, co), 
(ii) U(t, r) U(r, s)= U(t, s), to Qsdr<t< co, 
(iii) U(t, .) is strongly continuous on [to, t) and U( ., S) is strongly 
continuous on (s, co). 
Here B(.)EL?+?(~~, co; 9'(U, x)), C(.)ELP(~~, co; 9(X, Y)), and 
D( .)E ?P(fo, co; Z( Y, U)) where X, B are complex Banach spaces, 
reflecting the possible unboundedness in the operators B( . ), C( . ) and U, Y 
are complex Hilbert spaces. We make the following assumptions: 
(TVl) Xc Xc 8 with continuous dense injections. 
(TV2) U(t, s) extends (restricts) to a mild evolution operator on J?, 
(a-). 
(TV3) There exists M, CI >O, such that IIU(t, s)ll <Me-a(t-s), 
t,<S<t<W. 
(TV4) For each T> 0 there exist k, such that for all s $ to U( ., s)x E 
L2(s, s + T; X) for all x E X and 
II UC.3 ~)xIl~(s.s+ T,x) dk, Ilxllx. 
(TV5) For each T> 0, there exists kk such that for all s 2 to 
5 
s+T 
U(T+s,p).f(p)dpEX for all f( .) E L2(s, s + T; X) 3 
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U(T+s, p)f(p) dp Gk;. IlfIl~qs,s+~,~)~ 
X 
(TV6) For all s 3 t,, there exists kf such that for all f( .) E Li, 
Remark. (i) We do not require an equivalent assumption to (A3) and 
(R3) since we will not take Laplace transforms or develop equivalent 
differential equations in this setting. 
(ii) Assumption (TV4), (TV5) imply that the unbounded-smooth- 
ness relations do not change in time. It is these assumptions which 
ultimately allow us to conclude exponential stability of the perturbed 
system and replace those of Datko [12] for evolution operators and those 
of Ichikawa [13] in the study of non-linear semigroups concerning a 
bound on 11 U(t, s)ll in terms of some function g(t - s). 
DEFINITION 4.1. For each s 2 to we denote L, the map L, : 
L2(s, CO; U) + L2(s, CO; Y) 
(&4.))(t) = C(t) 1’ WC P) B(P) 4~) &. 
s 
As a result of the assumptions (TV1 )-(TV6), we have L, E 5?(L2(s, CO; U), 
L’(s, co; Y)) for each s> t,,, and it is easy to show that the induced norm 
I( L, )I is non-increasing as a function of s. We denote by pL 
pL =slimm IIU-‘. (4.4) 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume (TVl)-(TV6) hold and ess SUP,~~~ IlD(t)ll < 
llLJ -l, then there exists a mild evolution operator U,( .,.) on A(t,) such 
that x(t) = U,(t, to)xo is the unique solution of (4.3) in the class of 
continuous functions with values in X. 
Proof. Using (TV3) it is not difficult to show that k,, k; in (TV4), 
(TV5) can be replaced by a constant k independent of T. Now the map 
LSD, defined by 
LSD: L2(s, CO; Y) + L2(s, ~13; Y), 
CL, M.))(t) = C(t) r” WA P) B(P) D(P) Y(P) 4, s 
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has llL,Dll < IL II ess supPaS IlO(p) Thus LSD is a contraction on 
L'(s, co; Y) for all s 2 I,. From (TV3), (TV4), C( .) U(., S)XE L*(s, co; Y) 
for each XE X and hence there is a unique solution y,( .) E L*(s, 00; Y) of 
the equation 
y(t) = C(t) Wh sb + C(t) 1’ UC& PI %I D(P) Y(P) 4. 5 
Define 
u,(t, SIX = WC SIX + j-’ Wt, P) B(P) D(P) YAP) dp. J 
Then U,( ., S)XE L*(s, co; X), C( .) U,( ., S)E L2(s, co; Y), and x(t) = 
U,(t, t,)x solves (4.3) in L*(s, co; X). For the continuity of U,( ., s) on 
(s, co ), let t 2 i 3 S, then 
II U,(f, s)x - u,tt s)xll < II U(4 sb - U(i, sbll 
I 
+ UC4 P) WP) D(P) Y,(P) 4 i II 
(u(t, P) - UC?, P)) B(P) D(P) y,(p) 4 . II 
The second term on the right hand side can be estimated by 
k IIW.)Il llD(~)ll Il~s(~)llr2~wwp 
and the third term is equal to 
II 
(UC6 f)- 0 j-’ Vi, P) B(P) D(P) Y,(P) 4 . s II 
Hence, given E P- 0 
II U,(t, SIX - U,(f, s)xll < 8 
for 1 t- iI sufficiently small. A similar argument applies to the case r^ > t and 
also to the continuity of U,(t, .) on [to, t). 
To prove the evolution property (ii) let t Bs2s^2 to, then 
U,(c 3) U&s, 3x = u&t, s) 
[ 
Us, 3x + j; U(s, P) B(P) D(P) YApI 4 1 
= WC 8)[ u(s, s^)x + js; Us, P)0) D(P) YAP) dp 1 
+ j-’ WC P)B(P) D(P) Y,(P) 4, s 
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where 
Y,(P) =C(P) WY s) [ w9 w +I>‘ w, P) B(P) D(P) YAP) &1 
+ C(P) i” VP, Y)B(Y) D(Y) Y,(Y) 4. 
Thus 
and 
U,(t, s) U,(s, s^)x= U,(t, s^)x. 1 
DEFINITION 4.3. A stability radius for (4.3) is 
r( U, B, C) = sup{dl IIDIIJYCCCro co,9~y,U~~ <d implies the existence 
of an exponentially stable, perturbed mild evolu- 
tion operator U,( .,.) on d(Q). 
It follows from Theorem 4.2 that solutions of (4.3) exist providing l[Dll < 
(IL,, II- ‘. Since (IL, /) -’ is not decreasing as a function of t it may be 
thought that a better condition would be 
IIDII ~=(fo,m;1P(Y,U)) <PLY 
where pLL is defined in (4.4). This ensures the existence of a i, such that 
IlDll Byto,Y(Y,U)) < IWII -I. 
So via Theorem 4.2 we are guaranteed the existence of a mild perturbation 
operator U,( ., .) on d(i). However, without further conditions we are not 
able to show the existence of U,(t, s) for t, < s < t < i To this end we 
assume 
(TV7) If D( .)EW”(tO, co; P’( Y, U)) then for each tag [to, co] there 
exists Mi and a mild evolution operator U,( ., -) which solves (4.3) on 
[to; 11 with 
II uLJ(b s)ll GM;, OdSbf<i. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Under the assumptions (TVlk(TV7), pL < 00, then 
r(U;B, C) > pL. 
Prod If IIDIIw(~~,~,~(~,~)) < pL then there exists i3 t, such that 
ess supt , ; ilII( t) 11 < 11 L; II- ‘. Applying Theorem 4.2 with t, = i yields the 
existence of a mild perturbation operator U,( ., .) on d(i). Moreover, 
t 3 s 2 i, where y,( .) is the unique solution of 
Y(f) = C(t) U(t, SIX + (L Dy(-))(t) 
I-‘II llxll 
on [s, co). Thus 
II YA . III ~+s,m,Y) G IIC(.)Il IIU-LD 
and hence 
II u,(t, s)xll < me-“‘-“’ llxll + k IIW. )I1 IIW 
G k llxll 
for some k. Also 
7 
. III II YA . III Lqs.1; Y) 
II Ud.3 sbll 2 L (s,m:x) G @4&‘24 llxll +ks llW.)II IM-MI Il~s(-hqs,m:Y) 
6 k llxll 
for some k. Using Datko [ 121, this shows that V,( ., .) is exponentially 
stable on d(i) and via (TV7) and the evolution property U,(t, s)x = 
V,( t, i) U,(i, s)x, t > i 3 s 3 t,,, this can be extended to d( to). 4 
We now give a simple example which shows that there is a gap between 
r( U; B, C) and pL. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Consider the scalar periodic system 
a(t) = (- 1 + ka(t)) x(t), t 2 0, 
where a( .) is piecewise continuous, with period T, such that, fc a(s) ds = 0 
and k E R. The evolution operator associated with this system is 
U(t,s)=e- (c--s)ekj:a(P)& 
SOS/l7/2-6 
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It is shown in [lo] that for this example Y( U; 1, 1) = 1. Suppose 
1 
0, t E co, T/3), 
a(t)= 1, t E c T13,2T13 1, 
-1, t E [2T/3, T). 
Let b(t)=kjba(s)ds and set u(t)=e- e *’ b(t) Then it is easy to show that . 
>o for k and T sufficiently large. 
Thus )I& 11 > 1. But for any periodic system (IL, II = IlL,, /I for all s > 0. Thus 
/LL = IIL,I/-‘< 1 =r,(U; l,l). 
For a more detailed account of the robustness of time varying systems on 
finite dimensional spaces see [lo] where the concepts of Lyapunov and 
Bohl exponents are used in the analysis of stability radii. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The paper demonstrates how abstract equations posed on “L”’ lead to 
questions of robustness for a large class of infinite dimensional systems. In 
fact, for systems governed by semigroups or resolvent operators, an exact 
characterisation of the robustness can be obtained via this abstract analysis 
and this robustness is given in terms of stability radii. Unfortunately, for 
classes of systems governed by mild evolution operators the analysis, while 
demonstrating the robustness of exponential stability, does not give the 
exact stability radii for such systems. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Existence of an extension of RF(t) E Y(x) to a 
family of maps satisfying (i) and (ii) is an easy consequence of (R9). To 
establish part (iii) let x,, E Dx(,4) and consider 
RF(f) Ax, +J; &(f-S) K(s)x, ds+ j’&(t--s)BdF(s) Cx,. 
0 
RF(t) Ax, is well defined by assumption (R3). Using (R6) and (R8) we can 
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show that C I0 I?(. -3) K(s)xO dse L$ and therefore it follows that 
jb RF(t - s) K(s)xO ds is well defined by the equation pair 
y,(t)=Cj-;R(t-s)K(s)x,ds 
I 
I 
RF(f-s)K(s)xOds= ‘R(t-s)K(s)x,ds 
0 s 0 
Using duality in (R9) and the definition of NBV(0, co; 2( Y, V)) it follows 
that C jb R( . -s) dF(s)x, E L$ and therefore j& RF(f - s) B dF(s) Cx, is 
well defined by the equation pair 
y#)=C[;R(f-s)dF(s)Cxo 
?a’R&-s)dF(s)Cx,=[;R(t-s)dF(s)Cx, 
+ j-i R(t - s) B 1; dF(p) Y,(S - P) ds. 
But then 
x3(t) = RF(t) Ax, + j; RF(t - s) K(s)xo ds 
+jd R,(t-s)BdF(s) Cx, 
is well defined by the equation pair 
y3(t)=CR(t)Ax, +Cj;R(t-s)K(s)x,ds 
+Cj-‘R(t-s)BdF(s) Cx, 
0 
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We next show that jk x3(z) dz = RF(t)xO -x0. In fact 
1; x3(z) dt = 1; R(s) Ax, ds + j’ 1’ R(s - p) K(p)x, dp ds 
0 0 
= R( t)x, - x0 
and similarly 
s I y3(t) dz = CR(t)x, - Cxo o 
This proves the desired expression 
s 
I 
x3(~) dz = RF(f)xO -x0, 
0 
the continuous differentiability of RF(t)xO, and also verifies the first 
equation in (iii). For the second equality we note that since 
and J’(t) E L$ we have that RF(t)xO ED,(A). Hence 
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+j;K(r-s) ~~R(s-p)Bj~d~(“)y(p--)dpds 
= ARF(t)xo + j; K(t - s) R&)x, ds 
+Bj; dF(s) CR,(t-s)x,. 1 
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